
 

Purpose  
City Council, the Mayor, City Administration, and Colorado Springs Utilities requested 
that the Office of the City Auditor review the TischlerBise Fiscal Impact Study to 
confirm whether it was a reasonable evaluation of the potential future revenues to 
the City resulting from the proposed Amended and Restated Banning Lewis Ranch 
Annexation Agreement (Agreement). We also compared the Agreement to other 
recent City annexation agreements.   

Highlights 
We conclude, given the assumptions and methodology used, the TischlerBise Fiscal 
Impact Study appeared reasonable. During our review, we also reviewed City 
requirements related to annexation agreements. We identified three observations. 
Two issues relate to changes to City Code that are not unique to Banning Lewis Ranch 
and one issue relates to the proposed Agreement. Please see pages three and four of 
this report for observation details.  

Background 
Banning Lewis Ranch (BLR) contains approximately 24,000 acres and was annexed 
into the City in 1988. Ownership of BLR has changed hands multiple times since the 
Agreement was signed. A district court action has considered the terms of that 
original agreement. However, according to recent news articles, the property 
remains largely undeveloped because the costs outlined in the annexation 
agreement are so significant and so onerous that the property is undevelopable. City 
leadership negotiated with the largest land owners to draft proposed revisions to the 
agreement.  

TischlerBise projections for the next 30 years include:  

 7,400 acres to be developed resulting in 23,905 dwelling units to house 61,770 
new residents 

 Non-residential development resulting in 3 million square feet of retail and 4.2 
million square feet of office and industrial space. 

(Continued on page 2) 

Recommendations for 
City Code changes: 

1. Update the Park Land 
Dedication Ordinance 
(PLDO) and Parks Master 
Plan to be approved by 
Council for related City 
Code changes.  

2. Develop a clear policy 
and methodology for 
calculation of police and 
fire fees for incorporation 
into City Code and obtain 
Council approval for related 
City Code changes. 

Recommendations to 
consider for BLR 
Agreement: 

3. Consider the cost of 
changing the time for fee 
collections. If a goal of the 
proposed Agreement is to 
be consistent with other 
annexation agreements, 
then the fee collection 
should remain at the time 
of platting.  

 

Management Response 
City Administration is generally in agreement with the recommendations for the City 
Code changes, but is not in agreement regarding the timing for collection of police 
and fire fees proposed in the Agreement. (See details in Observation 3 Response.) 
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TischlerBise’s analysis was based on these projections for land use, population, and commercial development. The 
Fiscal Impact Study was based upon the City’s 2017 budget. Each budget line item was categorized as being affected 
or not affected by future growth in BLR. This established the current Level of Service (LOS). The LOS was then used 
to project the next 30 years’ potential impact to City revenues and expenses due to the incremental growth 
expected in BLR.    

Please see Attachment A, starting at page 5 of this report for the TischlerBise Fiscal Impact Analysis: Banning Lewis 
Ranch Executive Summary. 

During our review we interviewed the author of the TischlerBise analysis, reviewed detailed supporting documents 
from Colorado Springs Utilities (Utilities) which were used to project growth within BLR, and worked with City 
leadership to research the impacts of the proposed Agreement.  

Results of our review include: 

 Wastewater – No negative impact results from proposed revisions to the current agreement for Utilities. 

 Drainage Basin – No negative impact results from the change to a closed basin. 

 Street Operations – We have no concerns on cost estimates for future service and facilities within BLR. 

 Traffic – Based on the City Traffic Engineer’s professional recommendation, traffic impacts will be managed via 
standard development review processes. 

 Planning Process – We have no concern of negative impacts with the proposed change in land uses reviewed 
and approved in accordance with normal development review and approval processes. 

 Parks – The TischlerBise Level of Service (LOS) was based on current Parks operations and projections of 
developer involvement in constructing and maintaining new parks. However, the Park Land Dedication 
Ordinance (PLDO) needs to be updated. (See Observation 1) 

 Fire Fees – No negative impact results from changing from developers donating land, building and outfitting 
new fire stations to developers defraying the cost of providing these facilities via the proposed fee. However, 
the fee itself needs to be memorialized as part of City Code. (See Observation 2)  

 Police Fees – No negative impact results from changing from developers donating land for new police stations, 
to developers paying a fee to defray the cost of providing these facilities. However, the fee itself needs to be 
memorialized in City Code. (See Observation 2)  

 Police and Fire Fee Timing – The proposal to collect these fees at the time a building permit is issued is a change 
from other recent annexation agreements, which required fees to be collected at the time the final plat is 
approved. (See Observation 3) 
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Recommendation   
City Management and City Council 
should work together to update the Park 
Land Dedication Ordinance (PLDO) and 
Parks Master Plan to ensure that they 
are in alignment. 

Observation 2 
We observed the proposed police and fire fees described in the 
Agreement were not defined in City Code. Current fees imposed 
through annexation agreements do not cover the full cost of land 
acquisition, construction, and initial outfitting of the required police 
and fire stations. The TischlerBise Study projects that PSST and other 
General Fund revenues from the annexation area would more than 
cover the cost of police and fire. 

No supporting data or basis for the Agreement’s police ($677) and 
fire ($1,631) fee amounts were identified. These amounts were 
found in other annexation agreements that agreed to pay police and 
fire fees.   

Codifying the police and fire fees would provide consistency across 
agreements and allows the City to make changes as needed in the 
future without modifying individual agreements.  

Recommendation   
City Management should develop a clear 
policy and methodology for calculation 
of police and fire fees for incorporation 
into City Code and obtain Council 
approval for related City Code changes. 

Observation 1 
We observed City Code, Chapter 7, Article 7, Part 12, Subdivision 
Parks and School Site Dedication, commonly known as the Park Land 
Dedication Ordinance, or “PLDO”, does not align with the standards 
set out in the Parks System Master Plan. Both the Master Plan and 
the PLDO exceed the Level of Service (LOS) currently adopted by the 
City and used in the TischlerBise Study.  

Current City Code (adopted March 22, 1977) requires developers to 
dedicate land per dwelling unit based on 1970 census data for 
residential land densities. In the BLR development of the first 7,400 
acres, we found the current PLDO requires 549 acres to be 
dedicated to the City. The Master Plan standards would have 
required 340 acres. The TischlerBise Fiscal Impact analysis calculated 
the LOS for the development of 7,400 acres would result in 205 
acres of parks, of which only 135 would be built and maintained by 
the City. The balance of 70 acres of neighborhood parks would be 
built and maintained by the developers.  
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Management Response 
The City Administration agrees that the 
Park Land Dedication Ordinance and 
Parks Master Plan should be reviewed 
and updated and is currently engaged in 
this process. 

Management Response  
City Administration agrees that a 
methodology for calculating and the 
requirement for new annexations to pay 
police and fire fees should be codified. 
City administration anticipates 
commencing this process very soon and 
having proposed City Code changes 
ready for Council consideration by the 
end of 2018. City Administration would 
also like to highlight the significant 
positive fiscal impacts identified in the 
TischlerBise report including a positive 
$49 million net fiscal impact to City 
government and taxpayers, and a 
positive $434 million in net revenues to 
the benefit of Colorado Springs Utilities 
and its ratepayers. 
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Observation 3  
We observed in the proposed Agreement, the police and fire fees 
will be due and payable upon issuance of a building permit. 
Previous City annexation agreements reviewed by our office 
required payment of police and fire fees when the property was 
annexed or when the plat was recorded. The fee was calculated 
on the gross acreage of the final plat and has historically been 
collected by the Planning Department rather than Regional 
Building. 

As proposed in the Agreement, the fee collection would occur at 
the building permit, which is much later in the development 
process and potentially in much smaller increments. Because the 
fee is stated as a per acre amount, but building permits are 
issued per structure, the actual fee collected would need to be 
calculated at the time of plat and recalculated at the time of any 
replat to determine the portion of the per acre fee assigned to 
each building or lot. The need to construct police and fire 
facilities may occur earlier than when future building permits are 
issued to the developers. This delay could stress City funds for 
capital projects. 

The proposed timing for collection of these fees would increase 
the administrative cost and impact City cash flow.  

Recommendation   
The City should consider the cost of changing 
the timing of police and fire fee collections. If 
a goal of the proposed Agreement is to be 
consistent with other annexation 
agreements, then the fee collection should 
remain at the time of platting. For 
consistency, City Council may want to 
incorporate the timing of fee collection when 
it codifies the police and fire fees. 

 

This audit was conducted in conformance with the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing, a part of 
the Professional Practices Framework promulgated by the Institute of Internal Auditors. 

Management Response  
City Administration believes that collection of 
police and fire fees at the time of building 
permit is appropriate for three reasons: (1) 
the development burden on police and fire 
services is triggered by the construction of 
residential and commercial structures, so 
police and fire fees should be collected at that 
time; (2) in multi-phased subdivisions, 
collection at the time of building permit 
eliminates the developer’s financial burden of 
up-fronting costs that won’t be fully recouped 
until the residential and commercial 
structures are sold in the last phase of 
development; and (3) delaying the collection 
of police and fire fees until the time of 
building permit will maximize the collection of 
escalated police and fire fees over the 30-year 
build out of BLR. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

OVERVIEW 

The City of Colorado Springs retained TischlerBise to conduct a Cost to Serve Fiscal Impact Analysis of new 

development in Banning Lewis Ranch (BLR). Prior to this analysis the City of Colorado Springs retained 

TischlerBise to conduct an Economic Impact Analysis of new development in Banning Lewis Ranch. 

TischlerBise presented the results of the BLR Economic Impact Analysis to City Council in December 2016.  

Banning Lewis Ranch, annexed by Colorado Springs in 1988, encompasses approximately 24,000 acres on 

the east side of the Colorado Springs Municipal Airport. The ultimate buildout of the site is anticipated to 

take at least 50 years. This fiscal analysis is based on the first 30 years of projected development. 

Fiscal Impact Analysis (FIA) is a process to evaluate revenue generation and operating and capital costs 

to a jurisdiction associated with the provision of public services and facilities under a set of assumptions. 

A fiscal impact analysis shows direct revenues and costs from new development only and does not include 

revenues or costs generated from existing development. 

Economic Impact Analysis (EIA) is a process to evaluate the economic benefit of an entity or 

industry/industries on a defined geographic location—either due to its presence, expansion, or 

contraction. The key components of any economic impact analysis are typically measured by increases in 

personal income, value added (or gross regional product), business output, and/or job creation. It 

identifies direct impacts as well as the jobs supported by the spending of the entity/industry itself.  

The Cost to Serve Analysis herein is a Fiscal Impact Analysis and evaluates the direct revenues from 

growth in BLR as well as operating and capital costs to serve that growth.  

Three reports are provided to the City of Colorado Springs on the overall fiscal and economic analysis of 

growth in Banning Lewis Ranch:  

1. Cost to Serve Fiscal Impact Analysis of Growth in Banning Lewis Ranch: The report on the fiscal 

impacts of growth in Banning Lewis Ranch.  

2. Level of Service Document: Appendix to the Cost to Serve Fiscal Impact Analysis of Growth in 

Banning Lewis Ranch providing supporting data, assumptions, and methodologies for the 

analyses. 

3. Economic Impact Analysis of Growth in Banning Lewis Ranch: The report on the economic impacts 

of growth in Banning Lewis Ranch.  

This document is item number 1 above. 
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SCENARIO ANALYZED 

 

The growth scenario analyzed assumes developable land within Banning Lewis Ranch is developed using 

the land use presented by Oakwood Developers in its BLR PUD Concept Plan, except for any industrial 

land uses and activity center/office land uses near the future intersection of CO Hwy 94 and BLR Parkway. 

See Figure 1 for a summary of the land uses modeled in this analysis. 

 

Figure 1. Growth Scenario Summary (30-Year Total) 

 
 

SINGLE FAMILY DETACHED, LOW DENSITY 17,599

SINGLE FAMILY DETACHED, MEDIUM DENSITY 5,252

TOWNHOUSE 190

MULTIFAMILY 864

TOTAL UNITS 23,905

Total Growth from Base Year 12%

POPULATION 61,770

Total Growth from Base Year 13%

RETAIL SF 3,005,500

OFFICE SF 2,824,200

INDUSTRIAL SF 1,411,400

INSTITUTIONAL SF 2,370,200

TOTAL SF 9,611,300

Total Growth from Base Year 15%

JOBS 20,979

Total Growth from Base Year 10%

BLR Growth Scenario
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APPROACH AND MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS 

Fiscal Impact Analysis 

A fiscal impact analysis determines whether revenues generated by new growth are sufficient to cover 

the resulting costs for service and facility demands placed on a jurisdiction. Fiscal analysis enables local 

governments to estimate the difference between the costs of providing services to development and the 

taxes, user fees, and other revenues that will be collected by the government from new development.  

The fiscal impact analysis conducted on BLR for the City of Colorado Springs uses a marginal cost 

methodology to project revenues and expenditures (operating and capital) generated by the projected 

development. Because the development itself is large enough to trigger the need for certain facilities and 

accompanying operating impacts, the cost analysis employs a case study-marginal methodology, which 

takes site or geographic-specific information into consideration.  

Service level and revenue assumptions are based on TischlerBise’s on-site interviews with City 

departments, follow-up discussions with staff, detailed analysis of the fiscal year 2017 budget, and other 

relevant documents. Additionally, our local fiscal experience with Colorado jurisdictions, as well as our 

national experience conducting over 800 fiscal impact analyses, was beneficial. Assumptions are outlined 

in the supporting document, Level of Service Document—Cost to Serve Fiscal Impact Analysis: Banning 

Lewis Ranch (Level of Service Document) and are utilized along with the development projections to 

calculate the fiscal impact on Colorado Springs over a 30-year projection period. Calculations are 

performed using a customized fiscal impact model designed specifically by TischlerBise for this 

assignment. 

For this analysis, all revenues and expenditures directly attributable to the new development—by type of 

development—are included. Funds modeled in this analysis include the General Fund and Special Revenue 

Funds. Enterprise funds (e.g., utilities) are not included in this analysis as they are assumed to be self-

sufficient.1 

Some revenues and expenditures are not expected to be affected by development in BLR, and are 

therefore considered “fixed” in this analysis. TischlerBise reviewed the FY2017 budget and available 

supporting documentation and interviewed staff to develop baseline assumptions for the analysis.  

  

                                                           
1 Additional revenue sources that are restricted for specific uses are reported separately from the fiscal impact results for 

information purposes only. 
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Level of Service 

The revenue projections are based on a “snapshot approach” in which it is assumed the current levels of 

service will continue through the 30-year analysis period. The current demand base data were used to 

calculate revenue and expenditures per demand unit. Examples of demand base data include population, 

dwelling units, employment by type, vehicle trips, etc. In summary, the “snapshot” approach does not 

attempt to speculate about how levels of service, revenues, policies, and other factors will change over 

time. Instead, it evaluates the fiscal impact of new growth in Banning Lewis Ranch as conducted under 

the current budgets used in this analysis. The Level of Service Document provides further detail on level-

of-service assumptions. 

 

Revenue Structure 

Revenues are projected assuming that the current revenue structures and rates for Colorado Springs, as 

defined in the FY2017 budget, will not change during the analysis period. 

 

Inflation Rate 

The rate of inflation is assumed to be zero throughout the projection period, and revenue and expenditure 

projections are in constant 2017 dollars. This assumption is in accord with budget data and avoids the 

difficulty of speculating on inflation rates and their effect on revenue categories. It also avoids the problem 

of interpreting results expressed in inflated dollars over an extended period of time. In general, including 

inflation is complicated and unpredictable. Using constant dollars avoids these issues.  

 

Non-Fiscal Evaluations 

It should be noted that while a fiscal impact analysis is an important consideration in planning and policy 

decisions, it is only one of several issues that should be considered. Environmental and social issues, for 

example, should also be considered when making planning and policy decisions. The above 

notwithstanding, this analysis will enable interested parties to understand the fiscal implications of future 

development. 
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SUMMARY OF FISCAL IMPACT ANALYSIS RESULTS 

Cumulative Fiscal Impact Results 

Cumulative fiscal impact results reflect total revenues generated during the 30-year analysis period minus 

total operating and capital expenditures.  

The analysis includes revenues2 generated to the City from Banning Lewis Ranch. As shown in Figure 2, 

the development scenario projects $451 million in revenue over the analysis period compared to $403 

million in total expenditures, resulting in a net fiscal impact of $49 million.  

 

Figure 2: Cumulative Results (30-Year) Fiscal Impact Results  

 
 

 

 

 

                                                           
2 It should be noted that the following revenues are excluded from the revenue total: (1) 2C Sales Tax: temporary sales tax 

dedicated for streets operating and maintenance. (2) Pikes Peak Rural Transit Authority (PPRTA) revenue: a one-cent sales tax 

but is not appropriated by the City; streets capital costs and maintenance of the City’s transportation system are included in the 

analysis, however. See operating and capital sections of this report.  
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Average Annual Results 

Results are summarized below on an average annual basis—over three multi-year intervals:  Years 1-10, 

Years 1-20, and Years 1-30. The fiscal results in Figure 3 include all operating and capital impacts.  

 

Figure 3. Average Annual Fiscal Impact Results 

 
 

 

Average annual net fiscal impacts in years 1-10 total approximately $130,000 and is the lowest annual 

amount over the projection period. This is due to several capital improvements that are triggered early in 

the development timeline as well as relatively low sales tax revenue generation due to less than 10 

percent of total retail being absorbed in the first 10 years. After the first 10 years, the net surpluses are 

projected to plateau between $1 and $1.5 million per year.  

 

Summary of Fiscal Results  

In addition to the positive net fiscal results to the City of Colorado Springs, the City expects to receive 

several additional revenue sources from growth in BLR. Additionally, Colorado Springs Utilities (CSU) 

expects to receive a positive fiscal benefit from growth in BLR as well. The summary results of these 

additional impacts are shown below in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Summary of Cumulative Net Fiscal Impacts (Years 1-10, 1-20, and 1-30) 

 

 

Cumulative Net Fiscal Impacts (Years 1-10, 1-20, 1-30)

COS-BLR Fiscal Impact Model

Category

10-Year Summary 20-Year Summary 30-Year Summary

General Fund

General Fund Revenues $25,903,645 $125,821,148 $350,118,323

Special Revenue Funds Revenue [1] $10,012,944 $39,396,473 $101,076,034

SUBTOTAL: City Gross Revenue $35,916,589 $165,217,621 $451,194,357

Less: Cost of Service (Operating and Capital) [2] $34,605,661 $145,103,945 $402,637,558

SUBTOTAL: Net City Revenue $1,310,928 $20,113,676 $48,556,799

CSU Gross Revenue [3] $91,842,000 $423,719,000 $1,141,810,000

Less: CSU Costs and Expenses [3] $52,211,000 $242,851,000 $707,022,000

SUBTOTAL: Net CSU Revenue $39,631,000 $180,868,000 $434,788,000

TOTAL: Net Community Revenue $40,941,928 $200,981,676 $483,344,799

Other Potential Revenues: Pikes Peak RTA Revenue [4] $5,815,482 $29,017,498 $82,675,122

Other Potential Revenues: 2C Revenue (Sales Tax) [4] $5,547,075 $27,678,229 $78,859,347

Other Potential Revenues: 2A Revenue (Stormwater Fee) [4] $2,473,285 $9,534,149 $23,376,188

SUBTOTAL: Other Potential Revenue $13,835,842 $66,229,876 $184,910,657

GRAND TOTAL: Potential Net Community Revenue $54,777,770 $267,211,552 $668,255,456

[1] Special revenue funds include Impact Fees to be used for capital improvements.

[2] Includes Public Works Special Revenue Fund (costs currently funded through PPTRA)

[3] Source: Colorado Springs Utilities; excluded from the Fiscal Model.

[4] Excluded from the Fiscal Model

SCENARIO

BLR Growth Scenario




